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 15 zap. It contains a few improvements that have been added to the main script since the last update. I've also updated the script
to use the latest version of Google's transliterator engine, which improves translation speeds significantly. This update also fixes

some bugs reported by the users. The script has been tested for use on Windows. The update is available for download in the
web archive below: This is the link to Google Translator's website, so you can download the latest version of the script there. To

use this version: Copy the entire web archive to your \World of Warcraft\wowmain directory. If you already have the old
versions of the script installed, simply overwrite the files with the new version and uninstall the old versions. The version is also
available in the WoW automation repository on GitHub. Changelog Updater 2.0.5 - 7/24/15 Warnings are now properly sent to

the admin console during updates Warnings are now stored in a new table Updated Strings of locale specific data Credits
Changes to the compatibility of the current script version are insignificant. The following bugs were fixed: - Zone name in the

patch notes was changed - No more error about the relocation of the gameserver directory Screenshot in review First of all,
many thanks to all the testers. I'm very happy to announce the new update to the WoW Main Updater, available at the link
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below. Fixes: - Warnings are now properly sent to the admin console during updates - Warnings are now stored in a new table -
Updated Strings of locale specific data - The zone name in the patch notes was changed This update also adds the

/home/jamescameron/scripts/tdr.exe batch file that fixes the TDR issue. To use the new version of the script: Also in this
update, I've made changes to the compatibility of the script. The changes are minor but I've updated the 82157476af
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